Appreciative Intro...

Human Dignity and Humiliation Studies

(Please complete the information below)

Your Name: Selina Köhr

Contact Information:
email: s.koehr@gmx.de (selina.koehr@student.umb.no)
mob. Ph.: (0047) 98091206

Areas of Interest/Research:
International Relations, Humiliation Theory, Political Psychology, Religion / Secularism in Politics, Conflicts of all kinds and their Resolution;
Currently: The Kashmir Conflict

What would you like to take home from our event?
New ways of thinking, inspiration, motivation, contact to new colleagues/friends, a smile on my face;

What would you like to contribute to our event?
Topics to discuss, contributions to discussions, good mood and many questions;

What does dignity mean to you or your work?
To live in dignity is a gift; to ‘give’ dignity is a duty.
To ‘give’ dignity or to dignify means to understand, respect, appreciate, and encourage ideas and people with their very own identities (cultural, religious, political, emotional etc.)

Thank You!